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                    Abstract
Employing consumer inference making and the information congruency framework, the authors examined the effect of brand name in the context of multigenerational product introduction in two studies. Results showed that brand name type had an effect on perceived technological improvement, product differentiation and the degree to which one is willing to pay more for the current version compared to the previous version of technology. Furthermore, results showed that the degree of congruency between brand name (sequential vs nonsequential) and type of innovation (breakthrough vs normal) can elevate such effects. The results underscore the importance of proper branding strategies for high-tech products, especially when it is a breakthrough development.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX
Scenario for Experiment 1
MySoft is an industry leader in the personal management software industry. Its brand of EasySync software provides effortless synchronisation between desktop computer and personal digital assistant (PDA) regardless of platform. In one simple step, EasySync automatically synchronises your calendar, email, contacts, and tasks with the personal information management, contact management and groupware applications on which you depend every day as a busy professional. With its patented Data Synchronization Protocol (DSP), EasySync software keeps you constantly current with direct two-way connection that simultaneously synchronises handheld organiser data with multiple PC applications like Microsoft Outlook and Excel, Lotus Notes and Organizer and more. EasySync provides the benefit of convenience, better organisation and improved personal productivity.
MySoft has introduced several successive generations of EasySync software over the years, with EasySync 4.0 (Platinum)19 being the most recent on the market. The following diagram shows the names of different generations of EasySync introduced.
illustration (or) illustration
[image: figure b]
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Scenario for Experiment 2
(Breakthrough Innovation and Non-Sequential Brand Name)20
MySoft is an industry leader in the personal management software industry. Its brand of EasySync software provides effortless synchronisation between desktop computer and PDA regardless of platform. In one simple step, EasySync automatically synchronises your calendar, email, contacts, and tasks with the personal information management, contact management and groupware applications on which you depend every day as a busy professional. With its patented Data Synchronization Protocol (DSP), EasySync software keeps you constantly current with direct two-way connection that simultaneously synchronises handheld organiser data with multiple PC applications like Microsoft Outlook and Excel, Lotus Notes and Organizer and more. EasySync provides the benefit of convenience, better organisation, and improved personal productivity.
MySoft has introduced several successive generations of EasySync software over the years, with EasySync 4.0 being the most recent on the market. The following diagram shows the names of different generations of EasySync introduced.
Recently, MySoft has discovered a next generation product (refer to the information below for further details) in its EasySync software. As a result, MySoft is interested in obtaining your opinion.

                    illustration
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                  The following information captures the major improvements in data transfer rates (amount of digital data that is moved from one place to another in a second) over the successive generations:
EasySync 1.0: 16 kbps (kilobytes per second)
EasySync 2.0: 32 kbps (kilobytes per second)
EasySync 3.0: 64 kbps (kilobytes per second)
EasySync 4.0: 128 kbps (kilobytes per second)
EasySync 5.0: 4 mbps (megabytes per second, 1 mbps=1000 kbps) or 256 kbps**
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